Welcome
Welcome to the Annual Report & Accounts 2015 for the Sussex East
& Hastings Branch of the RSPCA.
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Chairman’s Report
Dear Member,
It seems that RSPCA Branches, all of whom have to raise the money they spend, are
struggling to cope with the increasing demands for help and 2015 was no exception.
So many changes in personal circumstances, loss of homes and jobs and supporting
our overworked Inspectors has put a great strain on the Branch’s finance.
We owe Ann Craske, our Dog Re-Homing Co-ordinator our thanks for the time she
gives voluntarily, she manages to cope with the constant phone calls requesting help
calmly and effectively. There is doubt the lack of kennel space adds to the problem but
the number of dogs she has re-homed in 2015 is a credit to her. The high standards
maintained in the cattery is due to the hard work and effective management of our
Cattery Manager, Myra Grove and the staff all of whom are dedicated to providing the
best care possible for the cats. Our shop in Western Road, Bexhill is managed by
Karen Paynter and plays a vital part in raising much needed money as well as
displaying the cats and dogs needing homes. Branch events and information may also
be found there. The constant new legislation, requests for statistics and of course
financial accountability has all been very efficiently dealt with by Maria Standen on
behalf of the Trustees who value the work she does so well. This Branch is fortunate
in having Trustees who give their time voluntarily, work well as a team and strive to
ensure the Branch thrives for the sake of all the cats and dogs who need us. To all
volunteers who support us at events, work in the cattery or the shop and bake for us
thank you all. Our future plans involve replacing the Cattery Manager’s office and
extending the isolation area at the Cattery, both will require a long term fundraising
campaign and help from the supporters.

Mary R Bristow
Chairman
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Inspector’s Report
It gives me great pleasure to present to you the annual report for the Sussex
Inspectorate for 2015.
The most noteworthy change to the group is the promotion of DCI Pritchard to Chief
Inspector for Procedure and Compliance for the Inspectorate. The promotion was well
overdue and we wish Tony success in his new role.
My sincere thanks go to the entire group for their resilience and commitment during the
busy times and the extra pressures and workloads they have coped with due to
rostering and staff shortages, who, as always came up trumps and took it all in their
stride I would like to put on record the Sussex Group’s thanks and appreciation to all
the RSPCA and non RSPCA establishments and personnel who have helped us
throughout the past year with their expertise and assistance.
Sussex and Kent Police for their invaluable assistance in exercising their powers of
entry, search, seizure and occasionally arrest of people who mistreat their animals.
To East Sussex, West Sussex and Kent Fire and Rescue Service for the many
occasions they have helped with rescues of animals that have got themselves trapped
or in difficulty and we have needed their equipment and man power to resolve the
situation.
To David Buck, Chancellors and Brachers Solicitor teams for their excellent
presentation of evidence in our cases at court.
To the RSPCA animal centres that take in our animals, care for them and eventually
re-home them.
To the Branch catteries and kennels that board, care for and rehome our animals,
usually at very short notice and at the most inopportune times.
To the experts who care for our sick and injured wildlife until they have been
rehabilitated and are able to be re-released back into the wild.
To: RPO Katya Mira who has publicised our court cases and appeals for information.
Lastly, but by no means least, Patrick Bully our Regional Intelligence Officer, who with
the use of state of the art technology and his skills is able to trace some of the ne'erdo-well that think by running off to other parts of the country they escape the
consequences of their cruel or neglectful actions. They had better think again!
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Finally thank you from the Sussex group and myself to all the Sussex and Kent
Branches, members and volunteers for making us so welcome at your meetings and
for all the hard and invaluable work you have all done in 2012. Without you and your
time and efforts we would not be able to achieve all that we do.
I apologise for the sparse attendance from the Inspectorate at your meetings, however
am sure you will understand that, with staff shortages and the current roster we are
short on the ground, indeed there are days when I have no Inspector available at all
and on many occasions we have been en route to a meeting when we have had to be
diverted to an urgent or emergency complaint or collection, which, I am sure you will
all agree, would take priority.
In 2014 the Inspectors and AWO’s of the Sussex Group received 13441 complaints
and collection in the group area of those were 5861 complaints.
The group submitted 49 cases to HQ with a view to prosecution.
This resulted in 13 convictions for cruelty and 11 adult Written Cautions being issued.
9 cases are ongoing into 2015.
The NCC, the group officers dealt with over 7500 collections.
Here are just a few of the things that we dealt with in the past year that you may find of
interest and it may give you a taste of what we do.

Hastings and East Sussex Branch
A Staffordshire bull terrier called Sulin, was found with severe skin condition that
covered all of her body and chronic ear irritation, she also had overgrown nails and
discharge from both eyes. Sulin suffered from November 2013 until our involvement in
February 2015. The owners did try to do treatments from pet shops but they did not
work. Sulin was signed over to the Society and after lengthy treatment, she made a full
recovery. The owners accepted an Adult Written Caution.
We were called to a property in Hastings where we were confronted with a house full
of cats, birds, bearded dragons, a snake, and tarantulas. The women found herself
living in squalid conditions. The house was unfit for humans let alone animals.
Working with the local authority, Adult Social Services and Bluebell Ridge, the animals
were removed and arrangements were made for the woman to get the support she
needed.
The long and on-going saga of the woman we prosecuted in 2013 for keeping owls in
an appalling condition in Hastings. She was finally tracked down in Cumbria where
she appeared in front of magistrates’ court and was sentenced.

Chief Inspector P Hamby
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Cattery Report
The cattery unfortunately started the year with an outbreak of cats being physically
sick. We were consequently advised by our vet to close particularly as it was air borne
and a bit of a mystery infection. We barrier nursed every cat that had symptoms and
remained closed for nearly a month. Once the centre had been deep cleaned and reopened we became busy with prospective adopters and consequently had some
wonderful reserves on cats especially our long stay ones.
In February the Centre had its 5-year license inspection from RSPCA Head Quarters
and we were licensed for yet another 5 years.
Our first Open Day in May was a great success and raised £1370 and started a trend.
It was good to see so many people attend especially those with young families. This
highlighted that we needed to do more activities on our next Open Day to keep the
younger children amused. The cats of course always take centre stage and we had a
good number reserved. Our open days held three times a year are crucial to the
cattery as not only do they raise money for the branch but highlight to people the
importance of the work that we do locally for the ever growing cat population.
The inspectorate kept us busy as usual over the year with a good number of kittens,
pregnant mums, abandoned and stray cats. If only there was a law made the same as
for dogs that all cats have to be microchipped. It would then save so much heartache
and make our job a lot easier. I am sure that a large percentage of cats that are
bought into the centre have owners and sadly there is no way of telling unless they are
identified with a microchip. We still continued to push the word out there how important
microchipping is and offer a service of £10 per cat.
Most importantly neutering is high on our list. It is widely noticed that effective
neutering is the principal answer to the cat population control but despite the best
efforts of rescue centres the cat population has spiralled out of control. A good
percentage of people acquire a kitten from a friend or family member and 50% are
less likely to neuter in these circumstances. The one litter myth
“it’s good for her to have a litter”. Applying human emotions
to their cats encourages even more unwanted litters.
We strive to educate the public.
As part of their continued development the staff were
invited by the inspectorate to individually go out with
an inspector for the day. They really enjoyed observing
how the inspectors work on a day to day basis and also
getting involved. They were surprised at how busy the
inspectorate is, and the large areas that they are
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expected to cover, normally by themselves and never knowing just what they are
about to see or be called out to. Other courses the staff attended were Conflict
Training, and Communication.
Nikki Hawes joined us one day a week in November as Income Generation and
Marketing Assistant. Nikki has great experience in marketing and amongst other
projects she has worked on resurrecting a Fundraising Team which was desperately
needed to help us raise much needed funds and to promote the Branch. Her poster
designs, marketing and networking has helped the Branch immensely.
At the end of the year, news of the people in the house on site leaving created a large
problem, as to how we would manage the cover and the best way to do it. Any RSPCA
centre that has animals has to be covered 24 hours with people on site. I am pleased
to say that we didn’t have to wait long before suitable candidates applied and
everything is currently running well.
Overall it has again been a very busy year. We have had some very good support
from the public who have been so kind with their generations, either by sending
money, sponsoring a cat pod, donating cat and dog food, items to sell and supporting
our events. It is such a comforting thought that we have so many people wanting to
help their local rehoming centre and I thank you all very much.
Finally, I would like to say a big THANK YOU to our dedicated staff who bring their
own skills to work every day and work so hard. Our volunteers who help us care for
the cats and are so kind to give up their valuable time in a `busy world`. To the people
behind the scenes Mary Bristow our Chair, The Trustees, Maria Standen Branch
Administrator, Becky Blackmore Branch Support Specialist for her RSPCA knowledge.

Myra Grove
Cattery Manager
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Dog Rehoming Report
The past year has seen only 48 dogs rehomed and this has been because I have not
had kennels or foster carers to help.
In my 14 years in this work the number per year has always been in three figures so I
am somewhat disappointed this year.
Private boarding kennels are loathed to take in rescue dogs and any that may help are
expensive from a charity point of view.
Foster carers are very difficult to find and those that do apply tend to want certain size
dogs or dogs that will go with their children, pets or fit in with lifestyle. All
understandable but not helpful to me as I need fosterers who have time and no other
dogs and ideally no children. I am constantly advertising but no one has come forward.
The Food Bank I run is well used and I’m also able to help our local inspectors on
occasions with their clients.
As a branch we help the local community when possible and in an emergency with vet
bills. Always paying the expensive consultation fees and occasionally with bigger bills
where life is at risk and this can be purely because the dog will be put down if the
medical bill cannot be paid.
Our staffie neutering programme continues for
people on benefits and of course this also
includes microchipping.
All dogs I rehome are vaccinated and
microchipped by the previous owners but on the
rare occasion this is not done, I advise that I will
check in 2 weeks and request the microchip
number so that I am able to complete the
adoption paperwork and have the number
should the dog go missing. If the vaccinations are
not done, rarely happens, we will pay for the first
vaccination and the booster is paid by the owner.
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If a dog needs neutering, we give a voucher towards the cost and I have a discount
arrangement with two vets for our adopters so the cost is reduced substantially.
Vets in our area give very little discount to us and locally there is very little help to dog
owners, except for ourselves and this problem has occupied me the most through
2015 and shows no sign of improving.
We ended the year on a high note. Our Christmas Fayre in the village of Fairlight
reached over £800.

Anne Craske
Dog Rehoming Co-Ordinator
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Fundraising Report
Our three Open Day’s throughout 2015 raised £3,660.59 and were all well supported.
Our cat and dog collection box in the Asda Supermarket in St Leonards raised a total
of £1,493 throughout 2015.
We were unable to hold Battle Flag Day in May due to a lack of available volunteers.
We had an Open Garden at Ellerslie Lane, Bexhill in June, which raised £372.25 a
good result as the rain cleared by opening time.
Our Summer Fayre at Fairlight Village Hall in July was very well supported and raised
nearly £700, a very enjoyable day was had by all.
In October, our usual collection and tombola at Langney Shopping Centre was quieter
than usual, nevertheless, a total of £200 was made.
December saw us again at Fairlight Village Hall for our Grand Christmas Fayre. Many
people attended and we made a wonderful total of £854.75 – our best amount yet.
Acromax Gymnastics had a Christmas Party Night in December and raised £500 for
the branch.
Our Christmas raffle raised £710. We would like to thank the kind businesses’ that
donated such great prizes.
Supporter, Abi raised £185 after running the Bexhill to Hastings Link Road in
September and in December. Supporter Alison had her hair shaved off to raise funds
for local animal charities and gave the branch £200.
We thank all the willing volunteers who help at our events, which are vital for the
Branch. We also thank our supporters for their kind generosity.

Mary R Bristow
Chairman
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Forthcoming Events
Monday 29 August – Stand at the Motor Show, Bexhill-on-Sea
Monday 29 August – The Cat Walk, Hastings & St Leonards Seafront
Sunday 25 September – Open Day, Bluebell Ridge Cattery
Tuesday 27 September – Quiz Night, Walkers, Hastings
Saturday 17 October – Langney Shopping Centre Collection, Eastbourne
Saturday 29 October – Halloween Fun, Bluebell Ridge Cattery
Saturday 10 December – Christmas Fayre, Fairlight
Please contact Myra on 01424 752121 if you can offer an hour or more of your time.
There will be other events – check local newspapers and notice boards in Cattery and
Shop. Please come and support us. We desperately need more funds in order to
continue our work at the cattery and our dog re-homing service. Thank you in
anticipation.

RSPCA SHOP
16 Western Road, Bexhill-on-Sea
Telephone: 01424 734562
Opening Hours: Monday to Saturday
10am – 4pm
We take old mobile phones, stamps,
coins, bric-a-brac, books, good clothing,
DVD’s and tapes.
Please come and have a look around.
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Bexhill Shop Report

A busy year, donations have continued to be generously given including many
personal collections of ornaments, plates, books and DVD’s, the following are just a
few we have received. China dogs, birds, sets of flower plates, sets of books and
DVD’s.
The RSPCA cards have to be frequently replaced due to their popularity which is very
encouraging.
Small pieces of furniture are very popular and sell well. Unfortunately, we do not have
the space for larger items.
The donations of cat and dog food really helps us to feed the number of cats and dogs
we care for. Pictures of those needing homes are displayed in the window.
Information regarding the Branch, our events and specific news is also displayed.
We are fortunate in having hard working volunteers without whom the shop would not
function, thank you all for your support, we value all you do.
The shop plays a vital part in raising much needed money in support of the work the
Branch does.

Karen Paynter
Shop Manager
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Treasurer’s Report
An Independent Examiner's Report, rather than an Audit Report, is appropriate for the
year ended 31 December 2015. Comprehensive notes to the Accounts are included by
way of explanation and these form an important part of my report. It should be noted
that "Restricted" funds are those held for a specific purpose e.g. Cat Re-homing
Centre, and "Unrestricted" means funds available for general use with the objects of
the Charity.
The Trustees have again worked extremely hard during 2015 to raise the profile of the
Branch and cattery and thus much needed funds. Their dedication and commitment
ensures that the Branch can continue with animal welfare in the local area.
Unfortunately, the cattery is in desperate need of more funds just to cover the
necessary running costs.

Maria Standen
Branch Administrator
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